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USPA NEWS - Along the COVID-19 crisis cycle of disruption, management, and recovery, important decisions have become part of
everyday for CEOs and big decisions take courage. During the first phase of the crisis, business leaders formulated and activated their
crisis plans to react to what was needed immediately. The management phase presented an uncertain wait and see phase with
numerous corporate communication challenges for companies along the way. CEOs now need to take an assertive approach and
explore how they can set their business up on the right trajectory for growth and recovery.
Business leaders need to balance the need to drive business performance with the need to be sensitive and considerate to
maintaining business health. Therefore, leading with compassion and empathy is more critical than ever. The pandemic has turned
everyone’s life upside down and different stakeholders now have different demands. Employees seek reassurance, shareholders want
performance and customers expect ongoing service with additional safety measures.
“As the COVID-19 crisis persisted, business leaders across the globe needed to shift from initial reactionary crisis management
measures to making longer-term changes.” explains Abdulrahman Inayat, Director and Co-Founder of W7Worldwide. “CEOs have
been steering through changes in business pattern, researching new technologies and rethinking their marketplace to ensure they
safely emerge from the crisis. Now is the time to review relevant communications, target media, brand purpose and market changes.”

W7Worldwide’s latest Guide on “Effective CEO Leadership to COVID-19 Recovery” sets out the 7 key steps for business leaders to
adopt to achieve business recovery and growth. The report emphasises that leaders are under scrutiny right now and will be
remembered for how they behave with their employees, customers, and other stakeholders. Before COVID-19, CEOs often struggled
to understand the value and business relevance of corporate culture. The crisis has shown us that a strong corporate culture ensures
loyalty to the brand and company that can withstand a crisis.

Internal communications messaging needs to evolve from business survival to recovery. Business performance and operational
strategies have been severely affected by COVID-19. CEOs need to engage in external communication and stakeholder relations to
demonstrate their ongoing commitment to them. Both the media and general public look to the most powerful businesses and their
CEOs as a source of strength in the crisis. CEOs need to provide industry leadership by sharing their learnings. Informed education
and actionable communication will benefit not only their own organization, but industry and the economy at large. COVID-19 is a crisis
beyond the experience of most CEOs who now need to strike the right tone of caution coupled with realistic optimism and confidence.
The market, and society at large, is already starting to ask which companies will emerge from the crisis in the strongest shape. The
pandemic will affect us for years to come and businesses have to prepare themselves to deal with the new normal. This means they
have to start rethinking messaging, communication strategies and tactics in a new world where the old playbook has been rewritten.
For visionary leaders, this period is also the perfect time to reinvent and reposition their business.

Infographic
W7Worldwide's Crisis Communications Division developed a 7-step guide for strategies CEOs should use during COVID-19
Recovery:
1. Be a True Leader
2. Nurture Corporate Culture

3. Encourage Employee Engagement
4. Manage Stakeholder Relations
5. Be Human
6. Provide Industry Leadership
7. Map Out the Future
Source: W7Worldwide Marketing Communications Consultancy Agency, November 2021.
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About W7Worldwide
W7Worldwide is an independent marketing communications consultancy based in Saudi Arabia. Our deeply rooted understanding of
the local market merged with our global reach and knowledge enables us to help our clients truly connect with their audiences. We are
passionate about bridging the communications gap that exists in the local market. Therefore, our expertise lies in devising innovative
strategies to build bridges that establish and sustain relationships while affirming brand reputation and value for our partners.
• Reputation Management
• Stakeholder Mapping
• Crisis Management
• Media Relations
• Public Relations
• Social Media
• Marketing & Brand Solutions
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